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The chiral interpretation of twin bands in odd-odd nuclei was investigated in the interacting boson fermion-
fermion model. The analysis of the wave functions has shown that the possibility for angular momenta of the
valence proton, neutron and core to find themselves in the favorable, almost orthogonal geometry is present, but
not dominant. Such behavior is found to be similar in nuclei where both the level energies and the electromagnetic
decay properties display the chiral pattern, as well as in those where only the level energies of the corresponding
levels in the twin bands are close together. The difference in the structure of the two types of chiral candidates
nuclei can be attributed to different β and γ fluctuations, induced by the exchange boson-fermion interaction of
the interacting boson fermion-fermion model. In both cases the chirality is weak and dynamic.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade considerable experimental and theoretical
effort was invested in the research of chirality in nuclei. In the
pioneering works [1–3] it was proposed that the rotation of
triaxial nuclei may give rise to pairs of identical I = 1 bands
with the same parity in odd-odd nuclei—the chiral doublet
bands. This situation can occur when the proton and neutron
Fermi levels are located in the lower part of the valence proton
high-j (particle-like) and in the upper part of the valence
neutron high-j (hole-like) subshells (or vice versa), and the
core is triaxial. The angular momenta of the valence particles
are aligned along the short and long axes of the triaxial core,
while the angular momentum of the rotational core is aligned
along the intermediate axis. The three angular momenta can
be arranged to form two systems that differ by intrinsic static
chirality, a left- and a right-handed system. When this chiral
symmetry is broken in the body-fixed frame, the restoration of
the symmetry in the laboratory frame results in the occurrence
of degenerate doublet I = 1 bands. Pairs of bands possibly
due to the breaking of the chiral symmetry have been found in
the A ∼ 105, A ∼ 130, and A ∼ 190 mass regions, the most
typical examples being odd-odd nuclei in the A ∼ 130 mass
region. There the yrast and side bands are built on the πh11/2
particle-like ⊗νh11/2 hole-like configuration. In the present
paper we shall analyze this case, but the conclusions can be
applied equally well to the other two mass regions.
Due to the underlying symmetry, the pair of chiral twin
bands should exhibit systematic properties [4–7]. The yrast
and the side bands should be nearly degenerate. In the angular
momentum region where chirality sets in (which for the A ∼
130 mass region corresponds to (I  12) the B(E2) values of
the electromagnetic transitions deexciting analog states of the
chiral twin bands should be almost equal. Correspondingly
the B(M1) values should exhibit odd-even staggering, being
for the πh11/2νh−111/2 configuration much bigger for transitions
deexciting states with odd spins than for transitions deexciting
states with even spins. The odd-even staggerings of B(M1)
values result from the symmetry constraints imposed on
the wave functions [5,6]. The B(M1) values for I = 1
transitions connecting the side to the yrast band should have the
odd-even staggering out of phase with respect to the B(M1)
staggering for transitions deexciting states in the yrast and
the side bands, i.e., for the πh11/2νh−111/2 configuration B(M1)
values for transition deexciting states with even spins have
to be much bigger then for the deexciting states with odd
spins. The last condition means that the B(M1)In/B(M1)Out
staggering in the side band should be in phase with the B(M1)
staggering in the yrast band.
The possible chiral interpretation of twin bands provides
a rare opportunity to observe specific physical properties in
deformed odd-odd nuclei. Several theoretical models have
been applied in a number of articles, like the tilted axis
cranking model [1], two quasiparticle + triaxial rotor model
[1,8], core-particle-hole coupling model [4]. All these models
have one assumption in common, they suppose a rigid triaxial
core. On the contrary, all odd-odd nuclei in which twin bands
have been observed have another characteristics in common,
they are in regions of masses where even-even nuclei are
γ -soft, i.e., effectively triaxial but not rigid. Their potential
energy surface is rather flat in the γ -direction and the couplings
with other core structures, not only the ground state band, are
significant. It is evident that odd-odd nuclei in these mass
regions could not reach the full requirements needed for the
existence of chirality, but they can approach them, or at least
retain some fingerprints of chirality.
To investigate the setting up of chirality in a certain nucleus,
it is crucial to determine the B(E2) and B(M1) values, since
this paper demonstrates that the B(E2) and B(M1) pattern
is not a unique fingerprint of chirality. Unfortunately, such
measurements have been done only for few nuclei of interest:
134Pr, 132La, and 128Cs. In 134Pr [7,9] the B(M1) values in
both partner bands behave similarly. In contrast, the intraband
B(E2) strengths within the two bands differ. In the spin region
where the almost degeneracy of the energy levels of the two
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bands occurs, the B(E2) values for the yrast band are a factor 2
to 3 larger than those of the side band. The B(M1) staggerings
in both bands and the B(M1)In/B(M1)Out staggering are not
observed. The data for the side band in 132La [10] are not
obtained for states of higher spin, and therefore these results
can be treated as not conclusive, but the overall structure
looks similar to the structure of 134Pr. In the case of 128Cs the
electromagnetic decay properties display the expected chiral
pattern [10]. In the present article, for shortness, the structure
in which a pair of twin bands is close in excitation energy,
but the electromagnetic decay properties do not show the
chiral pattern, will be denoted as case A. The structure where
the pair of twin bands is close in excitation energy and the
electromagnetic decay properties display the chiral pattern,
will be denoted as case B. Odd-odd nuclei in the A ∼ 130
mass region can be classified as case A or case B nuclei. In all
these nuclei the cores are γ -soft, their odd-proton odd-mass
neighbors have also a similar structure and their odd-neutron
odd-mass neighbours have a similar structure, too. Therefore,
there is a priori no evident reason why should they be different
in structure, some of them being chiral (case B) and some being
not chiral (case A). Either the structure of all these nuclei is
not chiral, or there is a mechanism that dynamically induces
chirality, in such a way that in case B it is far more pronounced
than in case A.
II. IBFFM CALCULATIONS
In this article the structure of twin bands will be described
in the interacting boson fermion-fermion model (IBFFM)
[11,12], in the version where there is no distinction between
proton bosons and neutron bosons. The structure of 134Pr in the
IBFFM framework has been described in Refs. [9,13] with the
detailed analysis of wave functions in Ref. [7]. In the IBFFM
besides the orientation in space, the deformation of the core
is the additional degree of freedom. Valence quasiparticles are
coupled to all structures of the boson core that are present
in the basis, limited by the total boson number. For 134Pr
the parameters for the core nucleus 134Ce were taken close
to γ -soft values. The triaxial equilibrium deformation was
generated by the cubic (three-body) term [14,15] added to the
standard IBM-1 core Hamiltonian. The minimum of potential
energy surface was still very shallow in the γ -direction and also
rather broad in the β-direction. The fermion basis consisted
of πh11/2, πh9/2, πf7/2 proton quasiparticles and νh11/2, νf7/2
neutron quasiparticles. The electromagnetic decay properties
were found in excellent agreement with the experimental
data [7,9].
A detailed analysis of the wave functions found also that
the presence of configurations with the angular momenta of
the proton, neutron and core in the for chirality favorable,
almost orthogonal geometry, is substantial but far from being
dominant. The large fluctuations of the deformation parame-
ters β and γ around the triaxial equilibrium shape enhance
the content of achiral configurations in the wave functions.
The β-distribution of the yrast band has its maximum at
larger deformations than that of the side band. At higher
angular momenta, this difference becomes very pronounced.
In addition, the fluctuations of β in the side band become
very large with increasing spin. The effective γeff [16],
representative for an equivalent triaxially deformed rotor, in
the yrast band is at smaller values than in the side band. In
both bands the fluctuations of γ increase with spin, being
more pronounced in the side band [7]. The composition of the
yrast band, in terms of contributions from core states, shows
that the yrast band is basically built on the ground-state band
of the even-even core. With increasing spin the admixture of
the γ -band of the core becomes more pronounced. The side
band wave functions contain large components of the γ -band
and with increasing spin, of higher-lying collective structures
of the core, that near the band crossing become dominant. The
conclusion of Refs. [7,9] was that the existence of twin bands
in 134Pr should be attributed to a weak dynamic (fluctuation
dominated) chirality combined with an intrinsic symmetry yet
to be revealed.
In this article, as a typical representative for the A ∼
130 mass, both for case A and case B, the boson core
will be taken using a slightly smaller value of the cubic
(three-body) term 3 = 0.022 MeV in respect to the one
(3 = 0.030 MeV) used for 134Pr [7,9]. In Refs. [7,9] the
residual proton-neutron interaction was taken zero to avoid
possible maskings of dominant effects in wave functions. As
a consequence the signature S(I ) = [E(I ) − E(I − 1)]/2I
was opposite to the one observed in 134Pr and generally in
this mass region. In the present work the residual proton-
neutron interaction is taken as a tensor interaction V =
VT V (r)[3(σπ · rπν)(σν · rπν)/r2πν − (σπ · σν)] with the Gaus-
sian radial dependence V (r) = exp(−r2/r20 ) with range r0 =
2.7 fm. Since the boson-fermion interactions are derived from
the quadrupole-quadrupole proton-neutron interaction, the
residual proton-neutron interaction in IBFFM is an effective
residual interaction, whose parameters depend on the fermion
model space. In the present calculation this reflects in the
range of the tensor interaction, that is larger than the bare
range 1.4–2.0 fm. The role of the tensor interaction for the
understanding of signature effects in deformed nuclei has been
emphasized in Ref. [17]. The existence and the stability of the
chiral coupling depending on the balance between particle-
(deformed)core and proton-neutron particle-hole interactions,
along with the triaxial shape, has already been one of the
subjects of theoretical interest [18,19].
The IBFFM calculation with 3 = 0.022 MeV, ν0 =
0.75 MeV, 	ν0 = 1.6 MeV, Aν0 = 0.1 MeV, VT = −22.0 MeV
and all other parameters as in Refs. [7,9], gives the repre-
sentative structure of the case A (left panels in Fig. 1). With
the residual proton-neutron interaction the staggering of the
signature S(I ) for yrast states with medium and high spin is
in agreement with the experimental data in the A ∼ 130 mass
region. It shows a weak staggering, being bigger for states with
odd, than for those with even spins. The wave functions are
not sizeably changed in respect to Refs. [7,9]. Consequently,
the B(E2) and B(M1) values (left panels in Fig. 2), calculated
with the same effective charges and gyromagnetic ratios as in
Refs. [7,9], are very close to the values obtained in those
calculations. The only difference is that the B(E2) value in
the side band has now the minimum at spin 12 instead at
spin 13 [7,9]. The result of the IBFFM calculation predicts
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Twin bands calculated in the IBFFM for
case A (left panels) and case B (right panels). In the upper panels the
excitation energies of levels in the yrast and side band are presented. In
the middle panels, the signature S(I ) in the yrast band is displayed. In
the panels on bottom the signature S(I ) in the side band is presented.
the structure typical for case A: twin bands, correct signature,
different B(E2) values in the two bands, absence of B(M1)
staggering in both bands and a very weak B(M1) staggering
for I = 1 transitions from the side to the yrast band.
This structure was attributed to a weak dynamic (fluctuation
dominated) chirality in Ref. [7].
The same boson core allows to describe nuclei classified
as case B provided one modifies the boson-fermion coupling
parameters. The spin of the band head of the yrast band
depends on the proton and neutron number of the nucleus
through the occupation probabilities of fermion configurations.
The total boson-fermion IBFFM interaction strength for each
matrix element is a product of the interaction strength (0,	0,
or A0 for the dynamical, exchange and monopole interaction,
respectively), the fermion configuration term and the BCS term
that includes fermion occupation probabilities. Therefore, the
spin value of the band head of the yrast band is a result of the
interplay of many factors. The structure of intermediate and
high spins in the yrast and side band is, on the other hand,
mainly determined by the interaction strengths. Providing
0,	0, and A0 for protons and neutrons from the calculations
of neighboring odd-mass nuclei, the structure of intermediate
and high spin states in the yrast and side band can be
investigated, and general conclusions can be obtained, without
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FIG. 2. (Color online) B(E2) and B(M1) values calculated in the
IBFFM for case A (left panels) and case B (right panels). In the upper
panels B(E2) values for transitions in the yrast and side band are
presented. In the middle panels B(M1) values for transitions in the
yrast and side band are shown. In the panels on the bottom B(M1)
values for I = 1 transitions from side to yrast band are presented.
paying attention to the spin value of the band head, as long as
it is in the range of values typical for this mass region. In the
present work, therefore, no fit was attempted to obtain the spin
value of the band head that should be connected to a certain
nucleus.
The common feature of odd-odd nuclei with twin bands is
that their odd-even neighbors, with the odd fermion being a
hole, have as the lowest state of the high-spin unique parity
structure the j − 1 state ([νh11/2]9/2− in the A ∼ 130 region
and [πg9/2]7/2+ in the A ∼ 105 region). In the IBFM for
odd-mass nuclei this is a consequence of a strong exchange
interaction. As the exchange interaction takes into account
the antisymmetrization of the odd fermion with the fermion
structure of the boson, it is in fact the consequence of the
Pauli principle. For case B in our calculation we have taken
the odd-neutron boson exchange interaction strength 	ν0 still
strong, but significantly weaker than in case A, 	ν0 = 1.0 MeV
instead of 1.6 MeV for the case A. In addition, the strengths
of the other two odd-neutron boson and the residual proton-
neutron interaction have been reduced: ν0 = 0.65 MeV, Aν0 =
0.02 MeV, VT = −16.0 MeV. All other parameters were the
same as in case A. The results are presented on the right
panels in Figs. 1 and 2. We refer to this calculation as case B.
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FIG. 3. IBFFM β and γ distributions, de-
fined as in Ref. [7], for case A (left panels) and
case B (right panels). In the upper panels the
distributions for the yrast 171 states and in the
panels on bottom for the side band 172 states
are presented. The axis in the β-γ -plane have
γ = 0◦ and γ = 60◦, while the middle line in the
β-γ -plane marks γ = 30◦.
In both the yrast and the side band the B(M1) values above
spin I = 12 exhibit the same odd-even staggering, the B(M1)
values being much bigger for odd spins than for the even ones.
The B(M1) values for I = 1 transitions from the side to the
yrast band exhibit the odd-even staggering out of phase with
the B(M1) staggering in the yrast and side bands, i.e., B(M1)
values for even spins are much bigger than for the odd ones.
The B(M1)In/B(M1)Out staggering in the side band is in phase
with the B(M1) staggering in the yrast band. The effects are
less pronounced than chirality requires, but are in the range of
values observed in 128Cs [10]. The B(E2) values are not equal
in the yrast and the side bands, but are closer than in case A.
III. DISCUSSION
The distributions ζ (jπjν), ψ(jπR), and ξ (jνR)
of the angles between jπ , jν , and R, and the σ distribution
(details of the procedure can be found in Ref. [7]), for case
B show no significant differences in respect to case A [7]. In
both cases the presence of configurations with the angular
momenta of the proton, neutron and core in the favorable,
almost orthogonal geometry, is substantial but far from being
dominant. The presence of all chiral signatures in case B is not
the consequence of (for chirality) more favorable geometry.
The main, but decisive, difference is revealed in the
analysis of distributions in the β-γ -plane. As in Ref. [7], the





〈[QIBM ⊗ QIBM]0〉, (1)






〈(QIBM ⊗ [QIBM ⊗ QIBM]2)0〉
〈[QIBM ⊗ QIBM]0〉3/2 , (2)
where QIBM is the IBM quadrupole operator, Z the number of
protons, and evib is related to the boson charge eb through (e
being the proton charge and R the radius of the nucleus):
eb = 34π e R
2 evib. (3)
In Eqs. (1) and (2) 〈 operator 〉 denotes the expectation
value. The operators [QIBM ⊗ QIBM]0 and (QIBM ⊗ [QIBM ⊗
QIBM]2)0 are diagonalized and the IBFFM wave functions
are projected onto the eigenvectors with assigned β and γ .
The distributions of the projections  in the β-γ -plane are
presented in Fig. 3.
The β and γ distributions for cases A and B are sizably
different. The two bands have significantly more similar
deformations in case B than in case A (Fig. 3). The yrast
bands in both cases are similar, with fluctuations on higher
spins being somewhat smaller in case B. In addition, in case B
components with γ closer to γ = 30◦ are more pronounced.
The side band on medium and higher spins has far less shape
fluctuations and a significant decrease of components with
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FIG. 4. IBFFM β and γ distributions, de-
fined as in Ref. [7], for case A (left panels) and
case B (right panels). In the upper panels the
distributions for the yrast 141 states and in the
panels on bottom for the side band 142 states
are presented. The axis in the β-γ -plane have
γ = 0◦ and γ = 60◦, while the middle line in
the β-γ -plane marks γ = 30◦.
small β in the case B. The similarities, in case B, between
states of the two bands are more pronounced for odd spin
members than for the even ones. In Fig. 4 the β and γ
distributions are presented for the medium, even spin 14.
Different deformations and larger fluctuations in the case A
reflect in B(E2) values, that are much smaller in the side
band than in the yrast band. In case B, due to more similar
deformations, the B(E2) values for transitions between states
in the side band are closer to theB(E2) values in the yrast band.
Smaller shape fluctuations and more similar deformations in
case B increase the probability that the two bands could be
even and odd superpositions of separated left-handed and
right-handed configurations, that reflects in the chiral-like
behavior of B(M1) values.
The distribution of the core structure in the wave functions
reveals the dynamical mechanism. Ine case B the weaker,
but still strong, boson-fermion interactions (particularly the
exchange interaction) for the neutron (hole-like) quasiparticle
are not strong enough to admix big components from higher
lying core bands. The ground and the γ -band components are
dominant in the states of the side band. All chiral signatures
are present, but large shape fluctuations sizably reduce their
magnitude in respect to the full chiral predictions. The γ -
softness and shape fluctuations prevent the angular momenta
of the proton, neutron and core to create chiral favorable
geometry on the scale they would do if the core is triaxial. For
nuclei where the boson-fermion interaction is stronger, other
higher lying core structures admix into the states of the side
(and partially into the yrast, too) band, increasing the shape
fluctuations. This allows the admixture of more contributions
from near axial shapes and consequently washes out the
B(M1) staggering. The only visible signature of dynamical
chirality remains the vicinity of the excitation energies of the
two bands. In both cases the left-handed and right-handed
sectors are not well separated. The chirality materializes only
in a dynamical way, as a slow anharmonic vibration. This
finding can be extended equally well to the A ∼ 105 and
A ∼ 190 mass regions.
The present IBFFM calculation shows that the dominant
role in the formation of different types of chiral patterns
has the exchange interaction, i.e., the antisymmetrization of
odd fermions with the fermion structure of the bosons. The
coupling of the odd proton does not show any effect of
such antisymmetrization because the occupation probability
υ2(πh11/2) = 0.08 is very low. For neutrons υ2(νh11/2) =
0.62 is of the order where the full effect of the Pauli
principle takes place. The physical foundation of chirality
could therefore be beyond geometry and shape fluctuations,
in the microscopic structure of twin bands.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the wave functions of chiral candidates
bands in odd-odd nuclei, in the framework of the interacting
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boson fermion-fermion model, shows that nuclei where both
the level energies and the electromagnetic decay properties
display the chiral pattern, as well as those where a pair of
twin bands is only close in excitation energy, do not sizably
differ in geometry. In both of them the possibility for angular
momenta of the valence proton, neutron and core to find
themselves in the favorable, almost orthogonal geometry is
present, but not dominant. The difference in the structure of
the two types of chiral candidates nuclei can be attributed to
different β and γ fluctuations, induced by the exchange boson-
fermion interaction of the interacting boson fermion-fermion
model. In both cases the coupling of the proton and neutron
quasiparticles to the shape degrees of freedom is the dominant
mechanism, leading to a weak chirality of dynamical origin.
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